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Abstract
Szemerédi’s regularity lemma proved to be a powerful tool in extremal graph theory. Many of its applications are based on
the so-called counting lemma: if G is a k-partite graph with k-partition V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vk , |V1| = · · · = |Vk | = n, where all induced
bipartite graphs G[Vi, Vj ] are (d, )-regular, then the number of k-cliques Kk in G is d
(
k
2
)
nk(1 ± o(1)). Frankl and Rödl extended
Szemerédi’s regularity lemma to 3-graphs and Nagle and Rödl established an accompanying 3-graph counting lemma analogous to
the graph counting lemma above. In this paper, we provide a new proof of the 3-graph counting lemma.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Szemerédi’s regularity lemma [20] is a powerful tool in combinatorics with many applications in extremal graph
theory, combinatorial number theory, and theoretical computer science (see, e.g., the excellent surveys [8,9] for some
of these applications). The lemma asserts that all large graphs can be decomposed into constantly many edge-disjoint,
bipartite subgraphs, almost all of which behave “random-like” (see Theorem 1 below).
The broad applicability of Szemerédi’s lemma to graph problems suggests that a regularity lemma for hypergraphs
might render many applications. Frankl and Rödl [1] established such an extension, hereafter called the FR-Lemma,
of the regularity lemma to 3-graphs or 3-uniform hypergraphs. (A 3-uniform hypergraphH on the vertex set V is a
family of 3-element subsets of V , i.e.,H ⊆
(
V
3
)
. Note that we identify hypergraphs with their edge set and we write
V (H) for the vertex set.) The FR-lemma guarantees that any large 3-graph admits a decomposition into constantly
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many edge-disjoint, tripartite subsystems, almost all of which behave “random-like.” Applications of the FR-lemma
to 3-graphs can be found in [1,4–6,10,11,15,16,18,19].
Most of the applications of the 3-graph regularity lemma are based on a structural counterpart, the so-called 3-graph
counting lemma, which was ﬁrst obtained by the ﬁrst two authors [12]. As a cogent example, the counting lemma,
working within the framework of the FR-lemma, gives a new proof of Szemerédi’s theorem for arithmetic progressions
of length four (see [1]) and its multidimensional version restricted to four points (see [19]). In this note we give an
alternative proof of the 3-graph counting lemma, Theorem 5. This result was originally obtained by the ﬁrst two authors
[12] and follows also from the work of Peng, Skokan and the second author [14]. (In this latter reference, the authors
show that hypergraph “regularity”, deﬁned precisely in Deﬁnition 3, is suitably preserved on complete underlying
subgraphs, which then implies the counting lemma.) The proof presented here is substantially different. It is based on
Szemerédi’s regularity lemma and is somewhat simpler than the earlier proofs. The statement of Theorem 5 requires
some notation and we begin by stating Szemerédi’s regularity lemma precisely.
1.1. Szemerédi’s regularity lemma
In this paper we write x = y ±  for reals x and y and some positive > 0 for the inequalities y − xy + .
Szemerédi’s lemma pivots on the concept of an -regular pair. Let bipartite graph B be given with bipartition X ∪ Y .
We say the pair (X, Y ) is (d, )-regular if for all X′ ⊆ X and Y ′ ⊆ Y where |X′|> |X| and |Y ′|> |Y |, we have
dB(X
′, Y ′) = d ±  where dB(X′, Y ′) = |E(B[X′, Y ′])||X′|−1|Y ′|−1 is the density of the bipartite subgraph B[X′, Y ′]
of B induced on X′ ∪ Y ′. We say the pair (X, Y ) is -regular if it is (d, )-regular for some d. In this paper, we
use a well-known variant of Szemerédi’s regularity lemma for k-partite graphs G, and therefore present Szemerédi’s
lemma in this context. Let k-partite graph G be given with k-partition V = V (G) = V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vk .We say a reﬁning
partition Wi1 ∪ · · · ∪ Wit = Vi , 1 ik, is t-equitable if |Wi1| · · ·  |Wit | |Wi1| + 1. We say a t-equitable partition
Wi1 ∪ · · · ∪Wit = Vi , 1 ik, is -regular if for all 1 i < jk, all but t2 pairs (Wia,Wjb ), 1a, b t , are -regular.
Szemerédi’s regularity lemma (for k-partite graphs) can then be stated4 as follows.
Theorem 1 (Szemerédi’s regularity lemma). Let integer k1 and > 0 be given. There exist positive integers N0 =
N0(k, ) and T0 =T0(k, ) such that any k-partite graph G on the vertex set V =V1 ∪· · ·∪Vk with |V1|, . . . , |Vk|N0,
admits an -regular and t-equitable partition Wi1 ∪ · · · ∪ Wit = Vi for 1 ik, where tT0.
Central to many applications of Szemerédi’s regularity lemma is the assertion that any subgraph F of constant size
may be embedded into an appropriately given collection of “dense and regular” pairs from an -regular and t-equitable
partition. This observation is due to the counting lemma for graphs. For a graph G, we denote byK(2)s (G) the set of
all s-tuples from V (G) spanning cliques K(2)s in G.
Fact 2 (Counting lemma). For every integer s2 and constants d > 0 and > 0 there exists > 0 so that whenever
G is an s-partite graph with vertex partition V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vs satisfying that all induced bipartite graphs G[Vi, Vj ],
1 i < js, are (d, )-regular and |V1| = · · · = |Vs | = n for sufﬁciently large n, then |K(2)s (G)| = d( s2 )ns(1 ± ).
1.2. The counting lemma for 3-graphs
In this section we introduce the notion of regular 3-graphs and state the 3-graph counting lemma. We omit a
formulation of the FR-Lemma since it is somewhat technical and, in fact, is not needed to state the corresponding
counting lemma. The following deﬁnition generalizes the notion of regular graphs to regular 3-graphs.
Deﬁnition 3 ((, r)-regularity). Let a positive integer r1 and constants d0 and > 0 be given alongwith a 3-graph
H and a 3-partite graph P = P 12 ∪ P 13 ∪ P 23. We say thatH is (d, , r)-regular with respect to P if for any family
4 There are other k-partite formulations of Szemerédi’s regularity lemma. A possibly more common formulation would deﬁne t-equitable
partitions as Wi0 ∪Wi1 ∪· · ·∪Wit =Vi , 1 i t , where |Wi0|< t and |Wi1|= · · ·= |Wit | (Wi0, 1 i t , is often referred to as a “garbage” class). Then
-regular, t-equitable partitions would be deﬁned otherwise the same as we did for Theorem 1; for each 1 i < j k, all but t2 pairs (Wia,W
j
b
),
1a, b t , are -regular. These two notions of t-equitable -regular partitions are the equivalent, however, up to a slight change in .
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Q = {Q1, . . . ,Qr} of r subgraphs of P with∣∣∣∣∣
r⋃
i=1
K
(2)
3 (Qi)
∣∣∣∣∣> |K(2)3 (P )| we have |dH(Q) − d|< ,
where
dH(Q) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
|H ∩⋃ri=1K(2)3 (Qi)|
|⋃ri=1K(2)3 (Qi)| if |
⋃r
i=1K
(2)
3 (Qi)|> 0,
0 otherwise.
is the density ofH on Q. We sayH is (, r)-regular with respect to P if it is (d, , r)-regular with respect to P for
some d0.
In most contexts whereH is (d, , r)-regular w.r.t. P , we actually haveH ⊆K(2)3 (P ). This assumption, however,
is not needed to state Deﬁnition 3. Moreover, we note that Deﬁnition 3 allows some members Qi of Q to be empty.
While Szemerédi’s regularity lemma decomposes the vertex set of a graph, the 3-graph regularity lemma partitions
not only the vertex set, but also partitions the set of all pairs between any two such vertex classes into edge-disjoint
bipartite graphs. In that environment, the concept corresponding to an -regular pair is that of Deﬁnition 3, where the
three bipartite graphs P 12, P 13, and P 23 are also regular (in the sense of Szemerédi). Consequently, a corresponding
generalization of Fact 2 takes place in the following environment.
Setup 4. Let positive integers k, r and n and positive constants d3, 3, d2 and 2 be given. Suppose
(1) V = V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vk , |V1| = · · · = |Vk| = n, is a partition of vertex set V .
(2) P =⋃1 i<jkP ij is a k-partite graph, with vertex set V and k-partition above, where all P ij = P [Vi, Vj ],
1 i < jk, are (d2, 2)-regular.
(3) H =⋃1h<i<jkHhij ⊆ K3(P ) is a k-partite 3-graph, with vertex set V and k-partition above, where all
Hhij =H[Vh, Vi, Vj ], 1h< i < jk, are (d3, 3, r)-regular with respect to Phi ∪ P ij ∪ Phj .
The counting lemma estimates the number of hypercliques, i.e., complete 3-graphs, K(3)k in H. We denote by
K
(3)
k (H) the set of all k-tuples from V (H) spanning hypercliques K
(3)
k inH.
Theorem 5 (Counting lemma, Nagle and Rödl [12]). Let k3 be an integer. For every > 0 and d3 > 0 there exists
3 > 0 so that for all d2 > 0 there exist integer r and 2 > 0 and n sufﬁciently large so that with these constants, ifH
and P are as in Setup 4, then
|K(3)k (H)| = d
(
k
3
)
3 d
(
k
2
)
2 n
k(1 ± ).
Proving Theorem 5 is the content of this paper. The ﬁrst proof of Theorem 5 appeared in [12] and another proof by
Peng, Skokan, and one of the authors was given in [14]. The proof we present here is shorter than the previous ones
and we believe it is also simpler. We present our proof in Section 2 and conclude this introduction with the following
remarks.
The main problem of proving Theorem 5 is working with the given quantiﬁcation of constants: ∀, d3, ∃3 :
∀d2, ∃2, ∃r . This quantiﬁcation, consistent with the output of the 3-graph regularity lemma, allows for the graph
P to be relatively “sparse” compared to 3, the measure of regularity of the 3-graphH. If the quantiﬁcation of con-
stants were allowed as ∀, d3, d2, ∃3 = 2, then such a “dense” version of Theorem 5 is simpler to prove and was
proved in [7]. In the present paper, we use Szemerédi’s regularity lemma, Theorem 1, to overcome those difﬁculties
arising from the quantiﬁcation of constants in Theorem 5. Recently Gowers [2,3] developed a regularity lemma and a
corresponding counting lemma for -graphs for general 3. The approach in [2,3] is different and, for e.g., = 3 the
notion of 3-graph regularity there differs from that in Deﬁnition 3. A regularity lemma for -graphs (3) extending the
notion of (, r)-regularity was proved by Rödl and Skokan [17] and the current authors [13] proved an accompanying
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-graph counting lemma for that regularity lemma. The proof of the general counting lemma in [13] was inspired by
the main idea presented here, i.e., it uses the regularity lemma for -graphs to overcome difﬁculties, which are similar
to those indicated in the previous remark.
2. Proof of the 3-graph counting lemma
It was shown in [12] that the full statement of Theorem 5 can be deduced from just the lower bound. Hence it sufﬁces
to prove the lower bound of Theorem 5 only.
Our proof of Theorem 5 proceeds by induction on k3. The base case k = 3 is trivial. Indeed, by Deﬁnition 3,
H =H123 has (relative) density d3 ± 3 with respect to P = P 12 ∪ P 23 ∪ P 13. Fact 2 implies that (with 2>)
|K(2)3 (P )| = d32n3(1 ± /2) and the lower bound of Theorem 5 for k = 3 then follows from 3>.
To proceed to the induction step, we assume that Theorem 5 holds for k−1. Recalling the quantiﬁcation of Theorem
5, which is ∀, d3, ∃d3 : ∀d2, ∃2, ∃r , we may assume that
1
k
,

2
, d3?3 min{3, d2}?2, 1
r
?
1
n
(1)
holds. Then for a given graph P and a 3-graphH as in Setup 4, we show |K(3)k (H)|d
(
k
3
)
3 d
(
k
2
)
2 n
k(1 − ).
We now reﬁne the hierarchy in (1) and introduce some further auxiliary constants. Let 0 > 0 and integer r ′ > 0 be
chosen so that both 0, 1/r ′>min{d2, 3}. Let T0 =T0(k−1, 0) be the constant guaranteed by Szemerédi’s regularity
lemma, Theorem 1. We choose 2 > 0 so small and integers r and n so large (which complies with the quantiﬁcation
of Theorem 5) that the hierarchy (1) extends to
1
k
, , d3?3 min{3, d2}?0, 1
r ′
,
1
T0
?2,
1
r
?
1
n
. (2)
Before going into the precise details of the induction step, we ﬁrst give an informal description of the proof.
2.1. Outline of the induction step
The so-called link graphs ofH play a central rôle in our proof of the induction step. In the context of Setup 4, consider
a vertex v ∈ V1 and ﬁx 2 i < jk. The (i, j)-link graph Lijv is deﬁned5 as Lijv = {{vi, vj } ∈ P ij : {v, vi, vj } ∈H}
and the link graph Lv of v is then set as Lv =⋃2 i<jkLijv . (Note that Lv is a (k − 1)-partite graph.)
A natural place to consider applying the induction hypothesis on the counting lemma is to enumerate cliques K(3)k−1
in the (k − 1)-partite hypergraphH ∩K(2)3 (Lv) (with the (k − 1)-partite graph Lv), where v ∈ V1 is a “typical”
vertex. (Indeed, a clique K(3)k−1 inH∩K(2)3 (Lv) corresponds to a clique K(3)k inH containing the vertex v). For this,
one would need to check that the hypothesis of the counting lemma is met (for (k − 1)) byH ∩K(2)3 (Lv) and Lv
(replacingH and P , as in Setup 4). Unfortunately, this would not often be the case. Indeed, one may show that while
the density of the bipartite graphs Lijv (for most v ∈ V1), 1 i < jk, is about d2d3, the regularity of Lijv depends on
3. As we see in (2), 3?d3d2, and to apply the induction hypothesis, we would need it the other way around.
The main idea of our proof is to apply the Szemerédi regularity lemma, Theorem 1, to the link graphs Lv , i.e., we
‘regularize’ the links. With 0>d2d3 (cf. (2)), we will regularize each Lv to obtain 0-regular partition Pv given by
Vi = Wv,i1 ∪ · · · ∪ Wv,itv , 2 ik, where tvT0 for the constant T0 appearing in (2). We will then show that for each
2 i < jk, for most v ∈ V1, most of the pairsWv,ia ,Wv,jb , 1a, b tv , will have density inLijv close to d2d3 (see part
(i) of Claim 7). (Of course, most of these pairs Wv,ia ,Wv,jb are 0-regular where 0>d2d3). Showing this will involve
using the (d3, 3, r)-regularity ofH1ij w.r.t. P 1i ∪ P 1j ∪ P ij and the choice r?T0. We will then show that for all
2h< i < jk, for most v ∈ V1, most triples Wv,ha ,Wv,ib ,Wv,jc , 1a, b, c tv , will satisfy thatHhij ∩K(2)3 (Lv)
5 Note that Lijv has vertex set NP 1i (v) ∪ NP 1j (v) where, for example, NP 1i (v) is the P 1i -neighborhood of the vertex v. Note that L
ij
v is a
subgraph of P ijv , where P
ij
v = P ij [NP 1i (v), NP 1j (v)] is the subgraph of P ij induced on the neighborhoods NP 1i (v) and NP 1j (v).
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is (d3, 1/203 , r
′)-regular w.r.t. Lv[Wv,ha ,Wv,ib ,Wv,jc ] (see part (ii) of Claim 7). Showing this will involve using the
(d3, 3, r)-regularity ofHhij w.r.t. Phi ∪ Phj ∪ P ij and the choice r?max{r ′, T0}.
From the two observations above,we then infer that formost v ∈ V1,most (k−1)-partite graphsLv[Wv,2a2 , . . . ,Wv,kak ],
1a2, . . . , ak tv , and corresponding 3-graphsH ∩K(2)3 (Lv[Wv,2a2 , . . . ,Wv,kak ]) satisfy the hypothesis (for (k − 1))
of the counting lemma. (That is, after the adjustment of regularizing the links, we are in a position of using the
induction hypothesis (within the pieces)). We then use the induction hypothesis to count the cliques K(3)k−1 in H ∩
K
(2)
3 (Lv[Wv,2a2 , . . . ,Wv,kak ]). We then add over all suitable choices of indices 1a2, . . . , ak tv and then add over all
suitable choices of vertices v ∈ V1.
We now formalize the details sketched above.
2.2. Transversals and their properties
Let the constants be ﬁxed as in (2) and a k-partite graph P and a 3-graph H be given as in Setup 4. We ﬁrst
regularize the link graphs. For every vertex v ∈ V1, we apply Szemerédi’s regularity lemma, Theorem 1 with 0, to the
(k − 1)-partite link graph Lv to obtain an 0-regular and tv-equitable partition Pv of V (Lv), where tvT0 (see (2)). In
other words, Pv reﬁnes the partition NP 12(v)∪ · · · ∪NP 1k (v)=V (Lv), i.e., we obtain Wv,i1 ∪ · · · ∪Wv,itv =NP 1i (v) for
i = 2, . . . , k, where for all pairs 2 i < jk all but at most 0t2v pairs (a, b) ∈ [tv] × [tv] satisfy that Lijv [Wv,ia ,Wv,jb ]
is 0-regular.
For a ﬁxed v ∈ V1 and a ﬁxed (k − 1)-vector av = (a2, . . . , ak) ∈ [tv] × · · · × [tv] = [tv]k−1 we denote by Lv(av)
the subgraph of Lv induced on the sets Wv,2a2 , . . . ,W
v,k
ak , i.e.,
Lv(av) =
⋃
2 i<jk
Lijv [Wv,iai ,Wv,jaj ] = Lv[Wv,2a2 , . . . ,Wv,kak ]. (3)
Similarly, we deﬁne for all 2h< i < jk and (ah, ai, aj ) ∈ [tv]3
Lhijv [ah, ai, aj ] = Lhiv [Wv,hah ,Wv,iai ] ∪ Lijv [Wv,iai ,Wv,jaj ] ∪ Lhjv [Wv,hah ,Wv,jaj ]. (4)
Moreover, we setH(av) to be equal to the 3-graphH induced on the triangles of Lv(av), i.e.,
H(av) =H ∩K(2)3 (Lv(av)) =
⋃
2h<i<jk
Hhij (av), (5)
whereHhij (av) =Hhij ∩K(2)3 (Lhijv [ah, ai, aj ]).
We refer to the objectsH(av) and Lv(av) as transversals of the partition Pv (see Fig. 1).
Note that as Lv was regularized, we infer that all but 0k2tk−1v vectors av = (a2, . . . , ak) ∈ [tv]k−1 satisfy that all(
k−1
2
)
bipartite graphs Lijv [Wv,iai ,Wv,jaj ], 2 i < jk, are 0-regular.
It follows directly from the deﬁnitions in (3) and (5) that
|K(3)k (H)| =
∑
v∈V1
∑
av∈[tv]k−1
|K(3)k−1(H(av))|. (6)
In our proof of the induction step we will use the following well-known fact about the size of typical neighborhoods
in 2-regular graphs (see, e.g., [8, Fact 1]).
Fact 6. For all but 2k2n vertices v ∈ V1, we have |NP 1i (v)| = (d2 ± 2)n, for all 2 ik.
For future reference, we set
V ′1 = {v ∈ V1 : |NP 1i (v)| = (d2 ± 2)n, for all 2 ik}, (7)
so that Fact 6 implies |V ′1|(1−2k2)n. The following claim is the key observation for the proof of Theorem 5. While
technical looking, part (i) of Claim 7 follows from standard arguments, which we present in Section 4. The proof of
part (ii) is given in Section 5.
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Fig. 1. A transversal of the partition Pv .
Claim 7. For all but 1/43 n vertices v ∈ V ′1 (see (7)), all but 1/203 k3tk−1v vectors av = (a2, . . . , ak) ∈ [tv]k−1 yield
transversals Lv(av) andH(av) satisfying that
(i) for all 2 i < jk the bipartite graphs Lijv [Wv,iai ,Wv,jaj ] have density d2d3(1 ± 1/43 ) and (due to regularization)
are 0-regular,
(ii) for all 2h< i < jk the 3-partite 3-graph Hhij (av) is (d3, 1/203 , r ′)-regular with respect to the 3-partite
graphs Lhijv [ah, ai, aj ], where r ′ is given in (2) (recall the notation in (4)).
Let V typ1 denote the set of “typical” vertices v ∈ V1 to which Fact 6 and Claim 7 refer. For each v ∈ V typ1 , let [tv]k−1typ
denote the set of “typical” vectors av ∈ [tv]k−1 to which Claim 7 refers.
2.3. The induction step
We conclude from Fact 6 and Claim 7 above that for any vertex v ∈ V typ1 and any av ∈ [tv]k−1typ , the transversals
H(av) and Lv(av), satisfy the hypothesis of Setup 4 with the constants k−1, d3, 1/203 , d2d3, 0, r ′ and d2n/tv . Indeed,
as in Setup 4, observe thatH(av) replacesH, Lv(av) replaces P , k − 1 replaces k, d3 remains d3, 1/203 replaces 3,
d2d3 replaces d2, 0 replaces 2 and d2n/tv replaces n. (We will take /2 to replace )
Due to the hierarchy of the constants in (2), we may assume that
1
k − 1 ,

2
, d3?
1/20
3  min{1/203 , d2d3}?0,
1
r ′
?
tv
d2n
. (8)
As such, for ﬁxed v ∈ V typ1 and av = (a2, . . . , ak) ∈ [tv]k−1typ , we may apply the induction hypothesis to the transversals
H(av) and Lv(av) and infer
|K(3)k−1(H(av))|d
(
k−1
3
)
3 (d2d3)
(
k−1
2
)(
d2n
tv
)k−1 (
1 − 
2
)
= d
(
k
3
)
3 d
(
k
2
)
2
nk−1
tk−1v
(
1 − 
2
)
. (9)
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Consequently, by (6) we have
|K(3)k (H)| =
∑
v∈V1
∑
av∈[tv]k−1
|K(3)k−1(H(av))|
(9)
 d
(
k
3
)
3 d
(
k
2
)
2 n
k−1 (1 − 
2
) ∑
v∈V typ1
|[tv]k−1typ |
tk−1v
.
By Fact 6 and Claim 7, |V typ1 |(1−1/43 −2k2)n> (1−21/43 )n and |[tv]k−1typ |(1−k31/203 )tk−1v for every v ∈ V typ1 .
Hence we conclude (due to the hierarchy in (8)) that
|K(3)k H)|d
(
k
3
)
3 d
(
k
2
)
2 n
k
(
1 − 
2
)
(1 − 21/43 )(1 − k31/203 )d
(
k
3
)
3 d
(
k
2
)
2 n
k(1 − ).
This concludes our proof of Theorem 5.
3. Proof of Claim 7
In this section, we outline our strategies for proving parts (i) and (ii) of Claim 7. To begin, we ﬁnd the following
notation helpful to discuss Claim 7 and use it in the remainder of this paper.
Deﬁnition 8. Fix v ∈ V1. For ﬁxed 2 i < jk and 2h< i, set
Lijgood(v) = {(a, b) ∈ [tv]2:Lijv [Wv,ia ,Wv,jb ] is (d, 0)-regular for d = d2d3(1 ± 1/43 )},
Lhijgood(v) = {(a, b, c) ∈ [tv]3: (a, b) ∈ Lhigood(v), (b, c) ∈ Lijgood(v), (a, c) ∈ Lhjgood(v)},
Hhijgood(v) = {(a, b, c) ∈ [tv]3:Hhij is (d3, 1/203 , r ′)-regular w.r.t Lhijv [a, b, c]},
where Lhijv [a, b, c] was deﬁned in (4). Finally, set
Lgood(v) = {av ∈ [tv]k−1: (ai, aj ) ∈ Lijgood(v) for all 2 i < jk},
Hgood(v) = {av ∈ [tv]k−1: (ah, ai, aj ) ∈ Hhijgood(v) for all 2h< i < jk}.
We also deﬁne corresponding “bad” sets and ﬁx
Lijbad(v) = [tv]2\Lijgood(v), Lhijbad(v) = [tv]3\Lhijgood(v), Hhijbad(v) = [tv]3\Hhijgood(v),
Lbad(v) = [tv]k−1\Lgood(v) and Hbad(v) = [tv]k−1\Hgood(v).
In the notation above, Claim 7 asserts that all but 1/43 n vertices v ∈ V ′1 (see (7)) satisfy
|Lbad(v)| + |Hbad(v)|1/203 tk−1v .
We consider the sum on the left hand side of the inequality above. Observe that
|Lbad(v)| + |Hbad(v)| = |Lbad(v)| + |Hbad(v) ∩ Lgood(v)| + |Hbad(v) ∩ Lbad(v)|
2|Lbad(v)| + |Hbad(v) ∩ Lgood(v)|.
Moreover, observe that
|Lbad(v)| tk−3v
∑
2 i<jk
|Lijbad(v)|
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and
|Hbad(v) ∩ Lgood(v)| tk−4v
∑
2h<i<jk
|Hhijbad(v) ∩ Lhijgood(v)|
hold for all v ∈ V ′1. We may therefore give reformulations of parts (i) and (ii) from Claim 7 in the following form.
Proposition 9 (Claim 7 part (i)). Let P andH satisfy Setup 4 with constants as in (2). Then all but 2k21/23 n vertices
v ∈ V ′1 (see (7)) satisfy that |Lijbad(v)|31/43 t2v for all 2 i < jk.
Proposition 10 (Claim 7 part (ii)). Let P andH satisfy Setup 4 with constants as in (2). Then all but k31/42 n vertices
v ∈ V ′1 (see (7)) satisfy that |Lhijgood(v) ∩ Hhijbad(v)|< 21/203 t3v for all 2h< i < jk.
Propositions 9 and 10 together imply that all but 2k21/23 n + k31/42 n1/43 n vertices v ∈ V ′1 satisfy
2|Lbad(v)| + |Hbad(v) ∩ Lgood(v)|
2tk−3v
∑
2 i<jk
|Lijbad(v)| + tk−4v
∑
2h<i<jk
|Hhijbad(v) ∩ Lhijgood(v)|
61/43
(
k
2
)
tk−1v + 21/203
(
k
3
)
tk−1v 
1/20
3 k
3tk−1v ,
as promised by Claim 7.
We give the proofs of Propositions 9 and 10 in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.
4. Proof of Proposition 9
Let P and H be given as in Setup 4 where the constants satisfy (2). Moreover, let {Pv}v∈V1 be the family of
0-regular, tv-equitable partitions obtained in Section 2.2. We prove that all but 2k21/23 n vertices v ∈ V ′1 (see (7))
satisfy |Lijbad(v)|31/43 t2v for all 2 i < jk. Let us clarify this goal. Fix 2 i < jk. Since Pv is 0-regular for
every v ∈ V1, at most 0t2v 1/43 t2v pairs (Wv,ia ,Wv,jb ), 1a, b tv , can be irregular. Hence we only have to verify the
density assertion of Proposition 9, namely, for all but 21/23 n vertices v ∈ V ′1,
d
L
ij
v
(Wv,ia ,W
v,j
b ) = d2d3(1 ± 1/43 ) ,
holds for all but 31/43 t
2
v pairs (W
v,i
a ,W
v,j
b ). We begin with the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 11. Let L ⊆ P be bipartite graphs with bipartition U1 ∪U2 and let d, > 0 and integer r be given. We say
L is (d, , r)-regular with respect to P if every family B = {B1, . . . , Br} of r induced subgraphs Bi ⊆ P satisfying
|⋃rs=1Bs |> |P | also satisﬁes |L ∩⋃rs=1Bs | = (d ± )|⋃rs=1Bs |.
The following fact appeared (in slightly different language) in [1, Claim A] (see also [12]). It asserts that forH and
P as in Setup 4, most vertices v ∈ V1 satisfy that their links Lijv , 2 ijk, are regular in the sense of Deﬁnition 11.
Fact 12 (most links are (d3, 21/23 , r)-regular). Let k, d3, 3, d2 and r be given as in (2). Then forH and P are as in
Setup 4, all but 2k21/23 n vertices v ∈ V ′1 (see (7)) satisfy that for all 2 i < jk, Lijv is (d3, 21/23 , r)-regular with
respect to P ijv = P [NP 1i (v), NP 1j (v)].
Fact 12 is essentially the same as Claim A from [1]. For completeness, we sketch a proof of Fact 12 at the end of
this section.
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As in Fact 12, we say that a vertex v ∈ V ′1 is a good vertex if for all 2 i < jk, Lijv is (d3, 21/23 , r)-regular with
respect to P ijv . Let V
good
1 = V good1 (k, d3, 3, d2, 2, r) be the set of all good vertices v ∈ V ′1.
Proof of Proposition 9. Fact 12 ensures us that almost every vertex v ∈ V ′1 is a good vertex. Now, ﬁx 2 i < jk.
The key observation is that every good vertex v ∈ V good1 satisﬁes that all but 21/43 t2v pairs Wv,ia , Wv,jb , 1a, b tv ,
have density d2d3(1 ± 1/43 ).
Indeed, let v ∈ V good1 but suppose {(Wv,ia ,Wv,jb )}(a,b)∈I is a collection of pairs, each with density, say, smaller
than d2d3(1 − 1/43 ), such that |I |1/43 t2v . We claim the family B = {P ijv [Wv,ia ,Wv,jb ]: (a, b) ∈ I } contradicts the
(d3, 21/23 , r)-regularity of L
ij
v with respect to P ijv .
Note that (2) gives that rT 20  t2v  |I | = |B|. The set B is therefore a family of r induced subgraphs of P ijv =
P [NP 1i (v), NP 1j (v)]. We claim B is a family of r induced subgraphs of P ijv satisfying∣∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
(a,b)∈I
P ijv [Wv,ia ,Wv,jb ]
∣∣∣∣∣∣> 21/23 |P ijv | (10)
and ∣∣∣∣∣∣Lijv ∩
⋃
(a,b)∈I
P ijv [Wv,ia ,Wv,jb ]
∣∣∣∣∣∣<(d3 − 21/23 )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
(a,b)∈I
P ijv [Wv,ia ,Wv,jb ]
∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (11)
Once (10) and (11) are established, we see that B contradicts the (d3, 21/23 , r)-regularity of Lijv with respect to P ijv .
This will prove Proposition 9.
We ﬁrst verify (10). Observe that∣∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
(a,b)∈I
P ijv [Wv,ia ,Wv,jb ]
∣∣∣∣∣∣=
∑
(a,b)∈I
|P ijv [Wv,ia ,Wv,jb ]|. (12)
Fix (a, b) ∈ I . Recall that 2>1/T01/tv in (2) and since v ∈ V ′1
|Wv,ia | =
|NP 1i (v)|
tv
± 1 = (d2 ± 22) n
tv
,
(recall (7)). Consequently, the (d2, 2)-regularity of P ij implies that
|P ijv [Wv,ia ,Wv,jb ]| = (d2 ± 2)|Wv,ia ||Wv,jb |
= (d2 ± 2)
(
(d2 ± 22) n
tv
)2
= (d2 ± 22)3 n
2
t2v
. (13)
The (d2, 2)-regularity of P ij also implies (recalling v ∈ V ′1 (cf. (7))
|P ijv | = (d2 ± 2)((d2 ± 2)n)2 = (d2 ± 2)3n2. (14)
Consequently, with |I |1/43 t2v , (12), (13) and (14) establish (10).
Observe that (11) is equivalent to∑
(a,b)∈I
|Lijv [Wv,ia ,Wv,jb ]|<(d3 − 21/23 )
∑
(a,b)∈I
|P ijv [Wv,ia ,Wv,jb ]|. (15)
Fix (a, b) ∈ I . Our assumption is that
|Lijv [Wv,ia ,Wv,jb ]|<d2d3(1 − 1/43 )|Wv,ia ||Wv,jb |
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which, with (13), implies
|Lijv [Wv,ia ,Wv,jb ]|<d3
(1 − 1/43 )
(1 − 2d−12 )
|P ijv [Wv,ia ,Wv,jb ]|
< (d3 − 21/23 )|P ijv [Wv,ia ,Wv,jb ]| (16)
where the last inequality follows from 2>d2, 3 in (2). As (16) holds for each (a, b) ∈ I , (15) follows. 
Proof of Fact 12. It sufﬁces to consider just the case k = 3, for which we prove all but 21/23 n vertices v ∈ V ′1 (see
(7)) satisfy that L23v is (d3, 21/23 , r)-regular w.r.t. P 23v . We note that while the constants d3, 3, d2, 2 and r satisfy the
hierarchy in (2) (due to the quantiﬁcation of the counting lemma), all that is required to enable the present sketch is
that 0< 2 = 2(d2)>d2 is sufﬁciently small.
For each ﬁxed vertex v ∈ V ′1 (see (7)) for which L23v is not (d3, 21/23 , r)-regular w.r.t. P 23v , ﬁx a family Bv =
{Bv1, . . . , Bvr} of r induced subgraphs Bvs ⊆ P 23v , 1sr , for which∣∣∣∣∣
r⋃
s=1
Bvs
∣∣∣∣∣> 21/23 |P 23v | (17)
but for which either∣∣∣∣∣L23v ∩
r⋃
s=1
Bvs
∣∣∣∣∣<(d3 − 21/23 )
∣∣∣∣∣
r⋃
s=1
Bvs
∣∣∣∣∣ or
∣∣∣∣∣L23v ∩
r⋃
s=1
Bvs
∣∣∣∣∣>(d3 + 21/23 )
∣∣∣∣∣
r⋃
s=1
Bvs
∣∣∣∣∣ .
LetV −1 be the set of such vertices v ∈ V ′1 for which the ﬁrst condition holds and letV +1 be the set of such vertices v ∈ V ′1
for which the second condition holds. We claim |V −1 |< 1/23 n and |V +1 |< 1/23 n. The proofs of these two inequalities
are symmetric, so w.l.o.g., we prove only the ﬁrst.
Assume, on the contrary, that |V −1 |1/23 n. We show V −1 leads to a contradiction with the (d3, 3, r)-regularity of
H123 w.r.t.P 12∪P 13∪P 23. In particular, we show the setV −1 implies the existence of a familyQ=QV −1 ={Q1, . . . ,Qr}
satisfying∣∣∣∣∣
r⋃
s=1
K
(2)
3 (Qs)
∣∣∣∣∣> 3
∣∣∣K(2)3 (P 12 ∪ P 13 ∪ P 23)∣∣∣ and dH123(Q)< d3 − 3. (18)
Indeed, ﬁx v ∈ V −1 and ﬁx 1sr . Deﬁne Q12vs ⊆ P 12 (respectively Q13vs ⊆ P 13) as the set of all edges of
P 12 (resp. P 13) containing vertex v and deﬁne Q23vs = Bvs . Set Qvs = Q12vs ∪ Q13vs ∪ Q23vs and Qs =
⋃
v∈V −1 Qvs . SetQ = {Q1, . . . ,Qr}. Note that∣∣∣∣∣
r⋃
s=1
K
(2)
3 (Qs)
∣∣∣∣∣=
∑
v∈V −1
∣∣∣∣∣
r⋃
s=1
Bvs
∣∣∣∣∣ (19)
and
∣∣∣∣∣H123 ∩
r⋃
s=1
K
(2)
3 (Qs)
∣∣∣∣∣=
∑
v∈V −1
∣∣∣∣∣L23v ∩
r⋃
s=1
Bvs
∣∣∣∣∣ . (20)
Note that the second inequality of (18) is trivial. Indeed, using both equalities in (19) and (20) and the deﬁnition of
V −1 , we have
∑
v∈V −1
∣∣∣∣∣L23v ∩
r⋃
s=1
Bvs
∣∣∣∣∣<(d3 − 21/23 )
∑
v∈V −1
∣∣∣∣∣
r⋃
s=1
Bvs
∣∣∣∣∣= (d3 − 21/23 )
∣∣∣∣∣
r⋃
s=1
K
(2)
3 (Qs)
∣∣∣∣∣ ,
so that dH123(Q)< d − 21/23 <d3 − 3 follows.
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To see the ﬁrst inequality of (18), we use (17) to see
∑
v∈V −1
∣∣∣∣∣
r⋃
s=1
Bvs
∣∣∣∣∣>
∑
v∈V −1
21/23 |P 23v |> 21/23 (d2 − 2)((d2 − 2)n)2|V −1 |,
where the last inequality follows from v ∈ V ′1 (as in (14) cf. (7)). Then our assumption about V −1 implies
21/23 (d2 − 2)3n2|V −1 |> 23(d2 − 2)3n3.
Since 2>d2, Fact 2 implies |K(2)3 (P 12 ∪ P 13 ∪ P 23)|(3/2)d32n3, and so the ﬁrst inequality of (18) follows from
(19) and from 2d−12 >d2 in (2). 
5. Proof of Proposition 10
We show that all but k31/42 n vertices v ∈ V ′1 (see (7)) satisfy |Lhijgood(v)∩Hhijbad(v)|< 21/203 t3v for all 2h< i < jk.
In the remainder of this paper, we ﬁx 2h< i < jk. It sufﬁces to prove that all but 1/42 n vertices v ∈ V ′1 satisfy
|Lhijgood(v) ∩ Hhijbad(v)|< 21/203 t3v for the ﬁxed indices 2h< i < jk.
Remark 13. In the remainder of this paper, the indices 2h< i < jk are ﬁxed.
Assume, on the contrary, there exists a set Ahij ⊆ V ′1 of size
|Ahij |> 1/42 n (21)
consisting of vertices for which
|Lhijgood(v) ∩ Hhijbad(v)|21/203 t3v . (22)
We show that (21) leads to a contradiction to our hypothesis of Setup 4 that the triadHhij is (d3, 3, r)-regular with
respect to Phi ∪ P ij ∪ Phj . We outline our approach in the following remark.
Remark 14. Fix v ∈ Ahij and ﬁx (a, b, c) ∈ Lhijgood(v)∩Hhijbad(v). Since (a, b, c) ∈ Hhijbad(v), we appeal to Deﬁnitions 3
and 8 to infer that there exists a family Qhijvabc = {Qhijvabc(p) : 1pr ′}, Qhijvabc(p) ⊆ Lhijv [a, b, c] (see (4)), satisfying∣∣∣∣∣∣
r ′⋃
p=1
K
(2)
3 (Q
hij
vabc(p))
∣∣∣∣∣∣> 1/203 |K(2)3 (Lhijv [a, b, c])|, (23)
but
|dH(Qhijvabc) − d3|1/203 . (24)
In (32), we collect a witness Qhijvabc for each (a, b, c) ∈ Lhijgood(v)∩ Hhijbad(v) and v ∈ Ahij to create a “big witness” Qhij
that will contradict the (d3, 3, r)-regularity ofHhij with respect to Phi ∪ P ij ∪ Phj .
In the process of collecting the witnesses Qhijvabc over (a, b, c) ∈ Lhijgood(v) ∩ Hhijbad(v) and v ∈ Ahij , we do not need
the entire set Ahij , and in fact, we need only a small subset thereof. Over two steps, we reﬁne the set Ahij into two
nested subsets Chij ⊆ Bhij ⊆ Ahij where the ﬁnal subset Chij produces the big witness Qhij promised.
5.1. Reﬁning the set Ahij
We obtain the intermediate subset Bhij ⊆ Ahij using Fact 15 below. This fact states that from Ahij we may ﬁnd a
subset of vertices Bhij , every pair from which has the “right” shared P 1q -neighborhood, q ∈ {h, i, j}.
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Fact 15. Set
f = 128 
2/5
3
d33d
3
2
. (25)
Assuming (21), there exists a set Bhij ⊆ Ahij of size |Bhij | = 2f such that for each q ∈ {h, i, j} and for every distinct
vertices u, v ∈ Bhij ,
|NP 1q (u) ∩ NP 1q (v)| = (d2 ± 2)2n. (26)
Fact 15 is not difﬁcult to prove and was shown, in a slightly different context, in [1, page 155]. For completeness,
we prove Fact 15 in Section 5.5.
To identify the subset Chij ⊆ Bhij , we use the following considerations. Fix v ∈ Bhij and set
LH−(v) = {(a, b, c) ∈ Lhijgood(v) ∩ Hhijbad(v): dH(Qhijvabc)< d3 − 1/203 }, (27)
LH+(v) = {(a, b, c) ∈ Lhijgood(v) ∩ Hhijbad(v): dH(Qhijvabc)> d3 + 1/203 }. (28)
Moreover, we deﬁne
B
hij
− = {v ∈ Bhij : |LH−(v)| 12 |Lhijgood(v) ∩ Hhijbad(v)|},
B
hij
+ = {v ∈ Bhij : |LH+(v)| 12 |Lhijgood(v) ∩ Hhijbad(v)|}.
Clearly, one of |Bhij− | 12 |Bhij | = f or |Bhij+ | 12 |Bhij | = f holds. In our proof, it does not matter which holds as the
cases are symmetric. We assume, without loss of generality, that the former holds and we ﬁx some set
Chij ⊂ Bhij− ⊆ Bhij such that |Chij | = f . (29)
We construct the witness Qhij from Chij . Before doing so, however, we state the following fact for future reference.
Fact 16. Let v ∈ Chij . From (22) and the deﬁnition of T0 (see (2)), we infer
1/203 t
3
v  12 |Lhijbad(v) ∩ Hhijbad(v)| |LH−(v)| t3v T 30 . (30)
For each (a, b, c) ∈ LH−(v), we recall from (24) that dH(Qhijvabc)< d3 − 1/203 , and so,∣∣∣∣∣∣Hhij ∩
r ′⋃
p=1
K
(2)
3 (Q
hij
vabc(p))
∣∣∣∣∣∣<(d3 − 1/203 )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
r ′⋃
p=1
K
(2)
3 (Q
hij
vabc(p))
∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (31)
5.2. Constructing the witness
With the set Chij above, we proceed to construct the promised witness Qhij . Deﬁne
Qhij = {Qhijvabc(p): v ∈ Chij , (a, b, c) ∈ LH−(v), and p = 1, . . . , r ′}. (32)
We assert Qhij is the promised family witnessing the (d3, 3, r)-irregularity ofHhij with respect to Phi ∪ P ij ∪ Phj .
We ﬁrst claim that Qhij has at most r members. Indeed, we have
|Qhij | (32)= r ′
∑
v∈Chij
|LH−(v)|
(30)
 r ′f T 30
(25)= 128r ′T 30
2/53
d33d
3
2
(2)
> r ,
as desired.
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Now, as Qhij has at most r members consisting of subgraphs from Phi ∪ P ij ∪ Phj , the following observation,
Claim 17 and 18, provide a direct contradiction to the (d3, 3, r)-regularity ofHhij with respect to Phi ∪ P ij ∪ Phj .
For that set
K
(2)
3 (Qhij ) =
⋃
{K(2)3 (Qhijvabc(p)): v ∈ Chij , (a, b, c) ∈ LH−(v), p = 1, . . . , r ′}.
Claim 17. |K(2)3 (Qhij )|> 3|K(2)3 (P hi ∪ P ij ∪ Phj )|.
Claim 18. |Hhij ∩K(2)3 (Qhij )|<(d3 − 3)|K(2)3 (Qhij )|.
Since Claims 17 and 18 provide a contradiction to the (d3, 3, r)-regularity ofHhij with respect to Phi ∪P ij ∪Phj ,
our proof of Proposition 10 will be complete upon proving these two claims.
5.3. Proof of Claim 17
Inclusion–exclusion gives
|K(2)3 (Qhij )|
∑
v∈Chij
∣∣∣⋃{K(2)3 (Qhijvabc(p)): (a, b, c) ∈ LH−(v), p = 1, . . . , r}∣∣∣
−
∑
v =v′∈Chij
∣∣∣⋃{K(2)3 (Qhijvabc(p)) ∩K(2)3 (Qhijv′a′b′c′(p′))}
∣∣∣ , (33)
where the last union runs over all (a, b, c) ∈ LH−(v), (a′, b′, c′) ∈ LH−(v′), and p, p′ = 1, . . . , r ′. We bound the two
terms on the right hand side of (33) in the following two facts.6
Fact 19. For every v ∈ Chij
∣∣∣⋃{K(2)3 (Qhijvabc(p)): (a, b, c) ∈ LH−(v), p = 1, . . . , r}∣∣∣  
1/10
3
128
d33d
6
2n
3
.
Fact 20. For all distinct vertices v, v′ ∈ Chij∣∣∣⋃{K(2)3 (Qhijvabc(p)) ∩K(2)3 (Qhijv′a′b′c′(p′)): (a, b, c) ∈ LH−(v),
(a′, b′, c′) ∈ LH−(v′), and p, p′ = 1, . . . , r ′}
∣∣∣ 16d92n3.
Facts 19 and 20 conclude the proof of Claim 17.
Proof of Claim 17. Applying Facts 19 and 20 to (33), we obtain the lower bound
|K(2)3 (Qhij )|f
1/103
128
d33d
6
2n
3 − 16
(
f
2
)
d92n
3d32n3
(
f d33d
3
2
1/10
3
128
− 8f 2d62
)
.
Inserting the value f = 1282/53 /(d33d32 ) from (25), we infer the further lower bound
|K(2)3 (Qhij )|d32n3
(
1/23 −
217
d63
4/53
)
= 1/23 d32n3
(
1 − 2
17
d63
3/103
)
 1
2
1/23 d
3
2n
3
, (34)
6 These two facts will also be useful in our proof of Claim 18, as will the inclusion–exclusion of (33).
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where the last inequality follows from the fact that 3>d3 from (2). On the other hand, since 2>d2 in (2), we conclude
from Fact 2, the counting lemma for graphs, that
|K(2)3 (P hi ∪ P ij ∪ Phj )|2d32n3.
Comparing this inequality against (34) proves Claim 17. 
Thus, it remains to verify Facts 19 and 20.
Proof of Fact 19. Fix a vertex v ∈ Chij . Observe from (32) that∣∣∣⋃{K(2)3 (Qhijvabc(p)): (a, b, c) ∈ LH−(v) and p = 1, . . . , r}∣∣∣
=
∑
(a,b,c)∈LH−(v)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
r ′⋃
p=1
K
(2)
3 (Q
hij
vabc(p))
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(23)

∑
(a,b,c)∈LH−(v)
1/203 |K(2)3 (Lhijv [a, b, c])|. (35)
We further estimate (35) by appealing to Fact 2.
Fix (a, b, c) ∈ LH−(v) ⊆ Lhijgood(v) (see (27)). By the deﬁnition of Lhijgood(v), each of the three bipartite graphs
Lhiv [Wv,ha ,Wv,ib ], Lijv [Wv,ib ,Wv,jc ], and Lhjv [Wv,ha ,Wv,jc ], is 0-regular with density d3d2(1 ± 1/43 ), where 0>d2d3
from (2). Applying Fact 2 to Lhijv [a, b, c], we therefore conclude
|K(2)3 (Lhijv [a, b, c])|
1
2
(d3d2(1 − 1/43 ))3|Wv,ha ||Wv,ib ||Wv,jc |
 (d3d2)
3
16
|Wv,ha ||Wv,ib ||Wv,jc |
d33d
6
2
128
n3
t3v
, (36)
where the last inequality follows from the fact that v ∈ V ′1 (see (7)). Applying (36) to (35), we conclude∣∣∣⋃{K(2)3 (Qhijvabc(p)): (a, b, c) ∈ LH−(v) and p = 1, . . . , r}∣∣∣

1/203
128
d33d
6
2
t3v
n3 |LH−(v)|
(30)

1/103
128
d33d
6
2n
3
,
as claimed. 
Proof of Fact 20. Let two distinct vertices v and v′ ∈ Chij be ﬁxed. We use the notation Phi
vv′ for the subgraph of P
hi
induced on NP 1h(v, v′) ∪ NP 1i (v, v′) where, for example, NP 1h(v, v′) = NP 1h(v) ∩ NP 1h(v′). Deﬁne P ijvv′ and Phjvv′
similarly. Then,∣∣∣⋃{K(2)3 (Qhijvabc(p)) ∩K(2)3 (Qhijv′a′b′c′(p′)): (a, b, c) ∈ LH−(v),
(a′, b′, c′) ∈ LH−(v′), and p, p′ = 1, . . . , r ′}
∣∣∣  |K(2)3 (P hivv′ ∪ P ijvv′ ∪ Phjvv′)|. (37)
To bound the right hand side of (37), we apply Fact 2 to the graph Phi
vv′ ∪P ijvv′ ∪Phjvv′ , but ﬁrst check that it is appropriate
to do so.
To see that Fact 2 applies to the graphPhi
vv′ ∪P ijvv′ ∪Phjvv′ , we claim that each ofPhivv′ ,P ijvv′ andPhjvv′ is (d2, 1/22 )-regular,
and check this assertion for Phi
vv′ . Recall from (26) that each of |NP 1h(v, v′)|, |NP 1i (v, v′)| = (d2 ± 2)2n?2n. Since
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Phi is (d2, 2)-regular, and since Phivv′ is the subgraph of P
hi induced on NP 1h(v, v′) ∪ NP 1i (v, v′), we have that Phivv′
inherits7 (d2, 1/22 )-regularity from P
hi
.
Returning to (37), we apply Fact 2 (with 1/22 >d2) to obtain
|K(2)3 (P hivv′ ∪ P ijvv′ ∪ Phjvv′)|2d32 |NP 1h(v, v′)||NP 1i (v, v′)||NP 1j (v, v′)|,
from which it follows (via (26)) that
|K(2)3 (P hivv′ ∪ P ijvv′ ∪ Phjvv′)|16d92n3. (38)
Combining (37) and (38) proves Fact 20. 
5.4. Proof of Claim 18
The proof of Claim 18 follows largely from work of the proof of Claim 17. First, observe that
|Hhij ∩K(2)3 (Qhij )|
∑
v∈Chij
∑
(a,b,c)∈LH−(v)
∣∣∣∣∣∣Hhij ∩
r ′⋃
p=1
K
(2)
3 (Q
hij
vabc(p))
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(31)
< (d3 − 1/203 )
∑
v∈Chij
∑
(a,b,c)∈LH−(v)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
r ′⋃
p=1
K
(2)
3 (Q
hij
vabc(p))
∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (d3 − 1/203 )
∑
v∈Chij
∣∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
(a,b,c)∈LH−(v)
r ′⋃
p=1
{K(2)3 (Qhijvabc(p))}
∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
Recall that we saw the right-most sum above in our inclusion–exclusion of (33). In particular, we may use (33) and
Fact 20 to obtain the further upper bound
|Hhij ∩K(2)3 (Qhij )|<(d3 − 1/203 )
(
|K(2)3 (Qhij )| + 16
(
f
2
)
d92n
3
)
.
As such, we use Fact 19 and the deﬁnition of Qhij in (32) to infer
dH(Qhij )< (d3 − 1/203 )
⎛
⎝1 + 16
(
f
2
)
d92n
3
f 1/103 d
3
3d
6
2n
3/128
⎞
⎠ (d3 − 1/203 )
(
1 + 2
10f d32
1/103 d
3
3
)
.
Using the value f = 1282/53 /(d33d32 ) (see (25)), we obtain further upper bound
dH(Qhij )< (d3 − 1/203 )
(
1 + 2
173/103
d63
)
<d3 − 3,
where the last inequality follows from 3>d3 in (2). This proves Claim 18.
5.5. Proof of Fact 15
The proof depends only on the hypotheses that the bipartite graphs P 1h, P 1i , and P 1j are each (d2, 2)-regular and
that |Ahij |> 1/42 n (as we assumed in (21)). In particular, the hypothesis in (22) will play no rôle in what follows.
7 As one may show, in fact, Phi
vv′ inherits (22/d
2
2 )-regularity from P
hi
.
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We shall apply Turán’s theorem [21] to the auxiliary graph  = (V (), E()) whose vertices are given by V () =
Ahij ⊆ V ′1 and whose edges are given by
E() =
{
{v, v′} ∈
(
Ahij
2
)
: |NP 1q (v, v′)| = (d2 ± 2)2n, q ∈ {h, i, j}
}
(where, for vertices v, v′ and index q ∈ {h, i, j}, NP 1q (v, v′)=NP 1q (v)∩NP 1q (v′)). Indeed, with f =1282/53 /(d33d32 )
given in (25), note that we may take the desired set Bhij ⊂ Ahij as the vertex set of any clique K2f in . Suppose, on
the contrary, that  contains no cliques K2f . Then Turán’s theorem ensures
|E()|
(
1 − 1
2f − 1 + o(1)
)( |Ahij |
2
)
,
where o(1) → 0 as |Ahij | → ∞. Since |Ahij |> 1/42 n, where (2) ensures n may be taken as large as we need, we infer
|E()|
(
1 − 1
2(2f − 1)
)( |Ahij |
2
)

(
1 − 1
8f
)( |Ahij |
2
)
. (39)
We now show that (39) leads to a contradiction with our choice of constants in (2).
Indeed, for an index q ∈ {h, i, j}, the (d2, 2)-regularity of the graph P 1q implies that all but 42n2 pairs of vertices
{v, v′} ∈
(
V1
2
)
satisfy |NP 1q (v, v′)| = (d2 ± 2)2n. As such,
|E()|
( |Ahij |
2
)
− 122n2
(
1 − 242n
2
|Ahij |2
)( |Ahij |
2
)
(21)
 (1 − 241/22 )
( |Ahij |
2
)
. (40)
Now, comparing (39) and (40) and using f = 1282/53 /(d33d32 ) from (25) yields
d33d
3
2
2102/53
= 1
8f
241/22
contradicting (2).
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